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 But I know it is a lot! 


 It makes no economic sense that the food 
industry would tolerate food wastes. 
 Some things in the system lead food 
companies to waste! 
 
 I think consumers are the biggest source of 
food waste. 
 Not because they just throw things away, but 
how they Shop, Cook and Eat. 
 Consumers want food waste…well maybe not 
want but act like they want food waste!! 
 Food processors and the ilk are responding to 
consumers’ desires. 
 Perfect food  
 Consumers will not buy ugly food 
 They will not buy apples that are slightly 
bruised, beans that are not a perfect color, 
mushrooms with brown spots; none of which 
significantly affects taste. 
 The slightest imperfection on fruits and 
vegetables and consumers leave them. 
 
 Consumers want to see a variety of choices in 
any category. 
 
 When consumers look at a shelf they want 
to see choice and variety.   
 By choice I mean they don’t want to see a 
dozen tomatoes to choose from they want a 
pile of tomatoes.  They think these are just 
poor leftovers. 
 A convenience store chain was having a lot 
of problems with pre-made salad waste. 
◦ They had a contest to see which store manager 
could have the lowest salad waste.  And here is 
the winner’s strategy:   
 
 
 He put one salad out at a time.   
 He not only had the lowest food waste but 
the lowest sales of salads!! 
 
 Some of you in this room might say “yes” but 
most Americans want lots of choices in a 
restaurant! 
 How do you think they have such 
choice…they waste food.  
 Supermarkets learned a lesson when they 
started selling more prepared food.  Most lost 
a lot of money in food waste until they 
limited the choices.   
 The trick is to get the right products to the 
right store when customers want them. 
 It is not easy! 
 Especially with sales and promotions. 
 An example is a sale on Apples…if all the 
promotional material fails to get to the store 
on time or is not put up on time, there will be 
overstock and waste.  This happens more 
often than you think. 
 Food processors want the maximum space on 
the shelf to “billboard” their products. 
 This often means “extra packaging” just to 
take up space.  
 
 
 Most food processors want to develop their 
brand.  But creating a proper package size for 
all the possible family sizes is difficult and 
often leads to waste. 
 Given that the fastest growing HH size is 
single person HHs most food companies are 
still using family of 4 sizes. 
 What happens when mismatch occurs…waste. 
 
 
 We consumers in the food industry can 
usually get what we want but sometimes the 
cost is very high in terms of food waste.  
 
 To deal with varying HH sizes some food 
retailers put in “bulk food.” 
 You can just pick the amount that suits your 
family.  Perfect right?  Nope, it was deemed 
unsanitary and most supermarkets have 
taken it out. 
 Some stores still don’t understand things like 
selling half a cantaloupe. 
 It comes right off the bottom line.  If they 
waste a million dollars they lose a million 
dollars. 
 Food processors that reduce waste have a 
higher profit margin and will get an 
advantage in the market.   
 The indirect costs of waste is often not even 
measure…the added fuel costs of shipping 
food to a distribution and then throwing it 
out. 
 Let’s blame someone else for our lack of 
concern. 
 If consumers would consider less than perfect 
product (even at a lower price), or demand 
less variety, or pretty floor displays stacked 
to the ceilings food waste could be reduced. 
 Make no mistake food processors can do 
more, and better forecasting and logistic  
technology is making a difference. 
 
 Don’t look for huge changes, look for 
changes moving us in the direction of less 
waste. 
 Reducing waste is good for everyone and 
everyone including the food processors have 
to make an effort. 
 However when it comes to making more 
money by reducing food waste, food 
processors will be at the front of the line!! 

